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	Discover how to create Flash Lite mobile apps from the ground up


	Adobe Flash is an ideal choice for developing rich interactive content for "Flash-enabled" mobile devices; and with this book, you'll learn how to create unique applications with Flash Lite. Through a series of code samples and extensive example applications, you'll explore the core concepts, key features, and best practices of the Flash Lite player. Coverage reveals various ways to develop Flash mobile content, create applications with a cross-platform programming framework based on the Model, View and Controller concept, and use a number of open web and device manufacturer service APIs.


	Professional Flash Lite Mobile Development:

	
		
			Looks at Adobe Flash Professional and Adobe Device Central, the essential tools used in developing and testing Flash mobile device content

	
	
		
			Explores object-oriented programming as well as the PureMVC framework

	
	
		
			Shares techniques for extending the capabilities of mobile devices

	
	
		
			Provides detailed insight into using audio, video, and images in applications

	
	
		
			Introduces ways to extend Flash mobile apps beyond the features of the Flash Lite Player

	
	
		
			Walks you through packaging and distributing complete Flash Lite mobile apps to different mobile platforms

	



	Wrox Professional guides are planned and written by working programmers to meet the real-world needs of programmers, developers, and IT professionals. Focused and relevant, they address the issues technology professionals face every day. They provide examples, practical solutions, and expert education in new technologies, all designed to help programmers do a better job.


	wrox.com


	Programmer Forums

	Join our Programmer to Programmer forums to ask and answer programming questions about this book, join discussions on the hottest topics in the industry, and connect with fellow programmers from around the world.


	Code Downloads

	Take advantage of free code samples from this book, as well as code samples from hundreds of other books, all ready to use.


	Read More

	Find articles, ebooks, sample chapters, and tables of contents for hundreds of books, and more reference resources on programming topics that matter to you.


	Note: CD-ROM/DVD and other supplementary materials are not included as part of eBook file.
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Creative Problem Solving for ManagersRoutledge, 1999

	This updated text provides a lively introduction to the essential skills of creative problem solving. Using extensive case-studies and examples from a wide range of business situations, it explores a wide range of problem-solving theories and techniques, illustrating how these can be used to solve a range of management problems.
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Organization Development at Work: Conversations on the Values, Applications, and Future of ODPfeiffer, 2003
SHARE IN THE POWER, PURPOSE, AND PRACTICE OF OD
Organization Development at Work–a title in The Practicing OD Series–is a collection of conversations among leaders, practitioners, and educators in the organization development (OD) field. Throughout the book experienced professionals share their best thinking about principles,...
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The Software Vulnerability Guide (Programming Series)Charles River, 2005
In today’s market, secure software is a must for consumers. Many developers, however, are not familiar with the techniques needed to produce secure code or detect existing vulnerabilities. The Software Vulnerability Guide focuses on the origin of most software vulnerabilities, including the bugs in the underlying software used to develop IT...
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Professional Cooking, Trade VersionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
—From the Foreword by André Cointreau President and CEO, Le Cordon Bleu
If you're serious about cooking, you'll want to join the hundreds of thousands of chefs who have used Wayne Gisslen's Professional Cooking to learn the basics of their craft. With more information and step-by-step photographs than ever before, the Sixth Edition...
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The Arithmetic of Elliptic Curves (Graduate Texts in Mathematics)Springer, 2009
The theory of elliptic curves is distinguished by its long history and by the diversity of the methods that have been used in its study. This book treats the arithmetic theory of elliptic curves in its modern formulation, through the use of basic algebraic number theory and algebraic geometry. The book begins with a brief discussion of the...
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Pro Hibernate and MongoDB (The Expert's Voice)Apress, 2013

	Hibernate and MongoDB are a powerful combination of open source persistence and NoSQL technologies for today's Java-based enterprise and cloud application developers. Hibernate is the leading open source Java-based persistence, object relational management engine, recently repositioned as an object grid management engine. ...
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